
A9306
2 7/16" Hybrid Gaff
With Patented
GRiP Technology

Rated to 350 lbs.

A21391
Nylon Bottom Strap

B U C K A L L O Y ™
A L U M I N U M  T R E E  C L I M B E R  &  B I G  B U C K ™  W R A P  P A D S

Exceeds ASTM F887 standards

The American-made BuckAlloy™ Aluminum 
Tree Climbers are the most durable, cost 
effective, lightweight climber in the industry. 
The BuckAlloy ™ Tree Climbers feature 
a new hybrid gaff and Buckingham’s 
Patented GRiP (Gaff Ridge Position) 
technology.

Whether you are climbing a tree with thick 
or thin bark, the hybrid gaffs, measuring in 

at 2 7/16", gives the user the convenience 
of keeping one gaff on the climber at all 
times. Users no longer need to worry about 
teetering on a gaff that’s too long, or cutting 
out on a gaff that’s too short. The hybrid 
gaff also gives the user unmatched comfort 
as the tip does not sit below the bottom of 
the stirrup. In addition to the hybrid gaff, 
and making the BuckAlloy ™ Tree Climbers 
one of Buckingham’s most innovative yet, 

these climbers feature GRiP technology 
that keeps the gaff pointed toward the 
heart of the tree. GRiP technology aids 
in preventing cutouts, allowing for better, 
more comfortable setting of the foot and 
arch, and allows the user to climb in a more 
natural, upright position.

A dowel and scew design allows for easy 
gaff change out if needed.

BuckAlloy™ Aluminum Tree Climber
A95089

BuckinghamMFG.com

We have taken the adjustability of the hook and loop 
wrap pad, the increased surface area of the Big Buck™ 
pad and added a moisture wicking Dri-lex lining. 
Feaures the adjustablity of Hook and Loop Wrap 
Steel “C-Pad” insert for proper climber shank position. 
Features a thick, comfortable pad, cinch loop for an 
extra tight fit, and a rolled edge to prevent chafing.

RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH CLIMBERS:

Big Buck™ Wrap Pads
32021C


